ganization in the part-whole transfer paradigm.
The Ss were 32 undergraduates and were randomly assigned to the 4 groups.
The Ss learned a 9-item list and then an 18-item list under simultaneously presented lists of free recall learning.
In the part-list learning, 2 groups having constructed narratives woven around the items to be remembered seemed to be superior to the other ones. In the whole-list learning, recall scores of Narratives-constructing Experimental Group were superior to the others.
ITRs increased with practices in all groups.
Negative part-whole transfer was observed in Experimental Group. Positive part-whole transfer of Narratives-constructing Experimental Group was explained by optimal organization in the part-list learning.
The part-whole transfer experiment was fi rst introduced by Tulving (1966) . Tulving's basic issue was whether the events were processed independently or dependently, when the events to be remembered were recalled. Tulving (1968) stressed the latter. One of the methods used to attest it was the experiment of transfer in free recall learning.
According to the classical principle of frequency and/or strength, the probability of recalling an event was determined solely by the number of times the event had been experienced independently, regardless of context. So if Ss study only a part of a list first and then attempt to study the complete list, the recalls of the subsequent list will be facilitated. In the result of Tulving's experiment (1966) , however, the prior part-list learning retarded the subsequent whole-list learning. The experiment of Tulving was simple. The experimental group learns a list by free recall and then learns a second list containing those same words mixed with a like number of new ones. The former means a part-list learning, and the latter means a whole-list learning. The control group learns lists with no words in common.
An explanation of these results is based on the assumption that the learning of a free recall list is dependent upon the formation of subjective organization of items. This subjective organization tends to be inappropriate when transfered from the part-list to the whole-list. As a result, part-list organization interferes with the whole-list learning for the experimental group.
A number of studies have replicated these findings (Birnbaum, 1968 (Birnbaum, , 1969 Bower & Lesgold, 1969; Novinski, 1969 Novinski, , 1972 Wood, 1969a Wood, , 1969b . The results of these experiments supported the view that Ss formed higher-order memory units during free recall learning, so that organization which the experimental groups imposed on the part-list was inappropriate for the whole-list learning.
The results that could not be interpreted were reported recently (Slamecka, Moore, & Carey, 1972; Sternberg & Bower, 1974 The former gave Ss instruction with lowcriterion about the relationship between the part-list and the whole-list. As a result, the low-criterion condition indicated a significant superiority for the non-criterion condition. The latter has argued for a list discrimination hypothesis. According to Sternberg and Bower (1974) , negative transfer effects derive from Ss' difficulties in associating the whole-list markers (list tags) to items previously associated to several part-list markers. Consequently the learning of new list tags for old items (items in the part-list) repeated on the whole-list is retarded. The purpose of the present experiment was to investigate a function of organization in the part-whole transfer paradigm. As Wood and Clark (1969) have pointed out, instructing the relationship between the two lists removed nagative transfer. It means that instructing it has the effect to abandon Ss' previously learned organization. In the same way, if the subjective units in the part-list are the"optimal"organization, negative transfer may be removed. The "optimal" organization used in this experiment was manipulated by making up narratives chained each item in a serial list. The effects of narrative stories have been shown in the previous organizational experiments (Bower and Clark, 1969; Tajika, 1975) .
METHOD Subjects
Eighteen male and 14 female undergraduates were used. They were randomly assigned to the four groups: Narratives-constructing Experimental Group (N-EGr), Experimental Group (EGr), Narratives-constructing Control Group (N-CGr), and Control Group (CGr). There were an equal number of subjects in each group.
Materials
A pool of 27 items was selected from 0% to 4% non-association values in Umemoto, Morikawa, and Ibuki's non-association value table (1955) . Items were each assigned randomly to the part-list and the whole-list.
The partlist comprised 9 items. The whole-lists were constructed in two kinds: One list was the partlist's 9 items plus an equal number of new items, the other was 18 new items.
Procedure
All Ss were tested individually and received standard free recall instructions.
Next instructions were given for Ss of N-EGr and of N-CGr: "Make up a story by chaining the items in a list. Make it meaningful to you. When you are asked to recall the items, you have only to write the critical items." Each S studies 6 presentation and recall trials for each of the part-list and the whole-list. Each set of materials were printed in six random orders.
A list was presented simultaneously. The experimental session was divided into two parts: A past-list learning and a whole-list learning.
In a part-list learning, Ss studied and tested the same 9-item list over the 6 trials. Study time was 27 sec and test time was 30 sec. After a study trial, a subject was handed a booklet.
The S was instructed to recall as many items as he could. After the 6 study and test trials, a whole-list learning was carried out. The Ss 
RESULTS
The Part-List Learning
The mean number of correct items recalled for the 6 part-list learning trials for the 4 groups is presented in Fig. I The Whole-List Learning The mean number of correct items recalled for the 6 whole-list learning trials for the 4 groups is presented in Fig. 1 . The mean number of items correctly recalled all over the 6 trials was 15.98 for N-EGr, 14.25 for N-CGr, 14.10 for EGr, and 14.04 for CGr. The difference between these 4 groups was not significant, F (3,28)=1.99, p>.1.
But there were significant effects of Trials and the Groups 
Organization
Bousfield and Bousfield's (1966) measure of intertrial repetitions (ITRs) was used to evaluate the extent to which Ss organized the part-list and the whole-list. A unit of ITR measured in this experiment occurs whenever two items appearing consecutively in recall on trial t appear in Trial t+l sequentially again. In other words, it was the number of these word-bigram units appearing in two successive recall sequences. The measure is the mean number of obtained ITRs (O(ITR)s) minus the number of pairs expected on the basis of chance (E(ITR)s).
The mean number of ITRs(O-E) for the 4 groups in the part-list and the wholelist is presented in Fig. 2 . The differences were significant in the each list learning with Trials, F(4,112)=5.87 in the partlist, and F(4,112)=15.73 in the wholelist, both ps <.01. Other sources of variations were not significant. In the partlist, the main effects of Groups and the Groups x Trials interaction were nonsignificant, both Fs <1. In the whole- Birnbaum(1968 Birnbaum( ,1969 and Slamecka,Moore,and Carey(1972) . Their studies used structured materials which were different from Tulving's(1966) .
For example,using lists of taxonomic categories, Birnbaum(1969) found part-whole transfer positive.
In the present experiment,the activities constructing narratives,which related to cognitive structures in each subject,were considered organizational processes.Ss formed"optimal"organization in the part-list learning by constructing narrative stories were superior to those of the others.And
ITRs of them also became higher as the trials progressed.
In the whole-list learning,the results of N-EGr show that learning a part of the list prior to the learning of the whole-list facilitates the acquisition of the wholelist.This seems to indicate,as stated earlier,that"optimal"organization formed in the part-list is maintained even in the whole-list,and that its maintenance facilitates the whole-list recall.The results of N-CGr are inferior on recalls and on ITRs with the primary trials to have been changed all the items in the wholelist.But as the trials were repeated,the curves of recalls and ITRs are rising faster. This appears to indicate that constructing narratives is effective at the whole-list learning.The curves of recall scores in EGr and CGr represent the same kinds of slopes in the earlier studies(e.g., Novinski, 1969; Tulving,1966) .
The results of analyses of"old"items and"new"items were also similar to the earlier studies which explained them by organizational processes (Birnbaum,1968 (Birnbaum, , 1969 .But the present experiment shows ITRs of EGr rising with Ss'performances. It seems to be hard to interpret them by organization.That is,according to Tulving's interpretation, ITRs of the wholelist in EGr are considered not to rise as same as those of CGr.Because subjects of EGr will maintain organization formed in the part-list learning.This unappropriate organization prevents them from recalling items and forming organization in the whole-list. Recall scores of"old" items in EGr,however,were similar to the earlier studies (Birnbaum,1968; Novinski, 1969) .Two explanations will be probably considered to account for the antinomy between the increase of ITRs and the invariability of recall scores of " old"items. First,it may be said that significant correlations are not obtained between ITRs and recall scores.So ITRs are high,but recall scores are low.A number of earlier investigators,however,have reported moderately high correlations between them (e.g., Allen,1968) .Second,it may be considered that ITRs of"new"items in EGr increase in the whole-list learning. The increase of ITRs of"new"items inBut judging from the data obtained in EGr, it is suggested that"new"items do not show such a notable tendency.Concerning this point,it is necessary to investigate the results more thoroughly.
